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When darkness hunts, there is no escape. Child recommend Lelia Freeman saves teenagers
for a living. because the director of ChildSafe Shelters, she ventures to deserted squats and
crack homes to rescue young people from the hellish streets of Los Angeles. whilst she is
summoned to Washington to serve on a committee that aids the youngsters of a war-torn
African nation, Lelia is abducted and turns into a political pawn in an evil conspiracy. Oceans
clear of every little thing she knows, she needs to belief a mercenary to save lots of her life, or
die within the clutches of a psychopath. Hunting, wrestle and staying alive are Elijah Dune’s
specialties. Vengeance is his passion. Haunted by way of prior demons, he’s travels to the
mummy Land to assemble a debt. A debt that calls for one payment. Death. stuck within the
crosshairs of a madman, Lelia and Elijah needs to live on the jungles of Zaire and the horrors in
their pasts or be perpetually fed on via the darkish aspect OF VALOR.
Lelia Freeman is a baby suggest and director of ChildSafe Shelters in Los Angeles. often called
"The highway Angel," Lelia was once a former youngster runaway from New York, who lived off
the suggest streets of l. a. for 2 years, till Ma Ella, a 102 12 months outdated matron of
Cornerstone Baptist Church, and the remainder of the church kin took her in on the age of
nineteen, and supplied her with help to rebuild her life. Now as a profitable and passionate baby
advocate, Lelia is helping different runaway kids get off the streets and rebuild their lives. Lelia
is requested to hitch a Washington D.C. subcommittee activity strength trying to enhance the
dwelling stipulations and hazard that face the orphans of the warfare torn African state of
Sudania. whereas in Washington D.C., Lelia is abducted and brought to the jungles of Zaire, the
place she turns into the political pawn of the corrupt chief of Sudania.Elijah Dune is a mercenary
who's pushed by way of a haunted earlier to avenge the wrongs devoted by way of his enemies.
whereas doing company with President Deng on the presidential palace in Sudania, he's taken
prisoner and meets Lelia.Together, Lelia and Elijah try to break out from the clutches of the
corrupt leader, and embark on a deadly trip throughout the jungles of Zaire as they struggle to
stick alive and achieve their freedom. Can the ghosts from their pasts get back to hang-out
them?Dark aspect of Valor is a riveting suspense mystery that would have you ever sitting at
the fringe of your seat as you switch the pages. With a gripping intertwining storyline which
includes teenager runaways residing at the streets and a overseas political intrigue, this tale has
adequate drama, suspense, depth and twists and turns that makes it a strong and compelling
read.The writer presents the reader with a narrative that's wealthy intimately and shiny
descriptions of existence at the streets for teenage runaways and the homeless, in addition to
the deplorable residing stipulations and hazard dealing with the orphans of a struggle torn
African kingdom of Sudania by means of a corrupt zealot Dark Side of Valor president. The
stark truth portrayed within the tale is chilling, and engages the readers to include the fervour
and know-how of world baby advocacy and social justice with compassion via its suggestion
scary narrative.The writer has a created a forged of characters which are reasonable and
intricate in nature, they interact the reader with their Dark Side of Valor fascinating personalities
and interactions. the nature portrayals are extreme and emotional, their person tales and
explanations at the back of their activities are intriguing, and the reader will event the gamut of

feelings as they stick to the characters during the book. i actually well known Lelia's
determination, force and fervour to raised the lives of individuals dwelling at the streets, she is a
real champion of the forgotten and downtrodden humans in our society.From big apple to la to
Washington D.C. to the jungles of Zaire, this riveting fast-paced suspense mystery will shipping
the reader right into a international of highway people, international baby advocacy, social
injustice and corrupt political intrigue. This excessive tale will draw you and go away you
retaining your breath till its amazing conclusion.Dark aspect of Valor is an intense, darkish
gripping suspense mystery that could be a needs to read, it's going to stick with you lengthy
after the final web page is read.Disclaimer: I bought a duplicate of the booklet from the writer in
alternate for my sincere overview and participation in a digital booklet travel event.Virtual
booklet travel Event: On Monday, July 16, 2012, in organization with Pump Up Your Book!
digital booklet exposure Tours, writer Alicia Singleton participated in a digital ebook journey
Dark Side of Valor occasion with an writer visitor publish on Jersey woman publication
Reviews.http://jerseygirlbookreviews.blogspot... http://jerseygirlbookreviews.blogspot...
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